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Gold

Technical
The massive support level near the $1185 level has
been supportive for some time, and finally this last
week buying coming into push this market higher. In
fact, Thursday ended up with a $30 gain. Friday has
been very quiet, which is a good sign after that type
of gain. The area just below trading over the last couple
of weeks has been important more than once. This is
a bottom that is crucial, and the fact that it has turned
around to break to the upside is a very good sign. It
will more than likely see coal recover a bit more,
perhaps reaching towards the $1250 level, maybe
even as high as $1350 if the overall consolidation
holds up. The alternate scenario of course is that it
turn around and break down below the lows, but that
would take a lot of negativity entering the market
suddenly. If the US dollar shrinks in value, and it
certainly looks as if it could, Gold could also rally.
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Highlights

Gold futures surged $30 on track for second
weekly gains, before falling on profit-taking

Gold futures due in December fell 0.35% to
$1,223.30 an ounce away from ten-week highs

Gold is more appealing after the stock market
crash as it has regained some of its safe haven
lure

Spot gold prices may edged up to $1,235 per
ounce

Gold is closely following the stock market. When
stock markets are not stable, there is some safe
haven buying
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Fundamentals
Gold prices rose today as Asian shares resumed their fall and investors grappled
with the impact of the ongoing Sino-U.S trade war and higher U.S interest
rates.
Spot gold was up 0.4 percent at $1,222.0 an ounce and not far off last week’s
two-month high of $1,226.70. U.S gold futures were up 0.2 percent at $1,225.60
an ounce.
A sell-off in equities last week, helped gold break above the narrow trading
range of the past 1-1/2 months, with the metal jumping as much as 2.5 percent
on Thursday, its biggest one-day percentage gain in more than two years.
Gold remains down by more than 10 percent from its April peak, pressured
by a strong dollar as the U.S-China trade war unfolds and higher U.S interest
rates. The Fed hiked rates last month for the third time this year and is expected
to raise them again in December.
Gold speculators extended their net short position on Comex gold contracts
by 29,881 contracts to 103,009 contracts in the week to Oct. 9, data showed.
Meanwhile, holdings in SPDR Gold Trust, the world’s largest gold-backed
exchange-traded fund, rose 0.76 percent to 744.64 tonnes on Friday.
Gold remains supported by escalating geopolitical tensions. Adding to the
mix is the thought the FOMC may consider pausing their widely expected rate
hike in December if global equity markets continue to falter.
An abrupt shift in Fed policy will likely lead to a lack of confidence in the world’s
most important central bank and could destabilize markets further. China faced
“tremendous uncertainties” due to the impact of tariffs and trade frictions.
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Crude Oil

Technical
The WTI Crude Oil market initially tried to rally during
the week but as it can see broke apart and felt towards
the $70 level. This is an area that should attract a lot
of attention, so ultimately this market is going to
continue fighting back and forth. At this point, the
Iranian sanctions continue to be a major issue, and
the lack of global demand could be a major issue as
well. Ultimately, this is a market that will continue to
see plenty of volatility as it is worried about the US
dollar, and of course oversupply. Brent markets broke
down below the $81 level, and then the $80 level. The
Brent market was absolutely hammered, so it looks
very likely that it will continue to see a bit of weakness.
There should be support closer to the $77 level, so at
this point it’s likely that it is a bit more negativity going
forward. There is massive support at the $70 level
though.
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Oil prices initially shot higher today, then gave up
the bulk of those gains amid a growing feud
between the U.S and Saudi Arabia
Gains for oil were being kept in check by potential
headwinds for prices
Saudis may use oil as a tool for retaliation if any
sanctions or other action is taken against it
The Organization of the Petroleum Exporting
Countries lowered its global oil demand growth
forecast for demand this year and next
US crude futures due in November fell 2.64% to
$71.24 a barrel
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Fundamentals
Crude oil futures rose today as geopolitical tensions over the disappearance of a
prominent Saudi journalist stoked supply worries, though concerns over the longterm demand outlook dragged on prices.
Benchmark Brent crude oil jumped by $1.49 a barrel to a high of $81.92
before slipping to $80.83, up 40 cents. U.S crude was last up 20 cents at
$71.54.
Exerting downward pressure on prices, Friday’s monthly report from the International
Energy Agency, the West’s energy watchdog, said that the market looked “adequately
supplied for now” and the agency cut its forecasts for world oil demand growth this
year and next.
OPEC, Russia and other oil producers, such as U.S shale companies, had
increased production sharply since May, the IEA said, raising world crude
output by 1.4 million barrels per day. Growing tensions over the disappearance
of journalist Jamal Khashoggi at the Saudi consulate in Istanbul has proved
supportive for oil prices.

The IEA report came after the secretary general of the Organization of the
Petroleum Exporting Countries said that the group saw the oil market as well
supplied and that it was wary of creating a glut next year.
Societe Generale on Monday raised its forecast for Brent crude in the final quarter
of this year to $82 a barrel, up from a previously forecast $78, after a sharp rise in
prices over the past couple of months pushed Brent up from about $70.
Another geopolitical hot spot for the U.S administration to navigate but this
one extremely testy given that President Trump has been pressuring Saudi
to up supply to counter the U.S-led Iran oil sanction.
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Silver

Technical
Silver markets continue to bounce around between
the $14 level on the bottom and the $15 level on the
top. Gold has already broken out, so typically the silver
market would follow right along. Economists think
given enough time, silver will rally towards the $16
level, in that short pullbacks could be opportunities to
pick up a little bit along the way. Once it break above
the $15 level, it will bring in fresh money, initially
targeting the $15.50 level, and then the $16 level after
that. If it turn around and break below the $14 level
that would be extraordinarily negative as $14 has been
so supportive, and it would also be breaking down
below the hammer for the week which is also obviously
negative. However, it is starting to see more money
flow into precious metals overall, and of course silver
will benefit from that. Build the position along the way,
don’t jump in with too much money at one time.
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Highlights
Silver traded higher today following Asian equity
markets which eased due to concerns about a
potential decline in China’s economic growth

Silver is also considered an industrial metal as
the sector makes up 50% of the metal’s demand

The higher U.S dollar, higher interest rates and
trade war uncertainty with China have taken a
toll

The IMF cut its forecasts for global growth for this
year and the next for the first time in two years

Silver prices marked higher as investors shun
risks and the stock markets tumble globally
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Silver futures tilted higher in American trade to October 5 highs, still on track
for the second weekly loss in a row, as the dollar index climbed for the first
session in four, following earlier data from China, the world's largest metals
consumer, and the US.

Silver futures due in December rose 0.16% to $14.63 an ounce, marking
week highs, while the dollar index added 0.24% to 95.24 away from September
28 lows.

Earlier Chinese data showed the trade surplus widened to 213 billion yuan,
or $30.9 billion, from 180 billion yuan, or $26.1 billion in August, easily
beating estimates of $12.3 billion. Not only is silver suffering from lackluster
demand for precious metals but it is also following weak price action in base
metals as copper has dropped nearly 1.5% on the day.
Earlier US data showed import prices rose 0.5%, compared to a 0.4% drop
in August, while University of Michigan released the preliminary reading for
its consumer sentiment survey, which came at 99 in October, down from
100.1 in September, and missing estimates of 100.4.

Although silver’s freefall appears to have ended and prices are holding above their
August lows, the precious metal is still struggling to find a new direction, according
to one market analyst.

Silver has not been able to attract any buying momentum as prices hover
at the bottom end of their trading range near one-week lows. December
silver futures last traded at $14.475 an ounce, up 1.04% on the day after
receiving a boost from a major sell-off in world stock markets that have
spooked traders and investors around the globe.
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Data Calendar
Economic Data
Date

Time

04:01

GBP Rightmove House Prices (YoY) (OCT)

Mon Oct 15

09:30

JPY Industrial Production (YoY) (AUG F)

Mon Oct 15

12:15

CHF Producer & Import Prices (YoY) (SEP)

Low

Mon Oct 15

17:30

USD Empire Manufacturing (OCT)

Mon Oct 15

17:30

Mon Oct 15

Mon Oct 15

Event

Importance

Actual

Medium

0.2%

Medium

0.9%

Forecast

Previous
1.2%
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3.1%

3.4%
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20

19

USD Retail Sales Advance (MoM) (SEP)

High

0.6%

0.1%

17:30

USD Retail Sales Ex Auto and Gas (SEP)

Medium

0.4%

0.2%

Mon Oct 15

17:30

USD Retail Sales Control Group (SEP)

Medium

0.4%

0.1%

Mon Oct 15

18:00

CAD Existing Home Sales (MoM) (SEP)

Medium

0.0%

0.9%

Mon Oct 15

19:00

USD Business Inventories (AUG)

Medium

0.5%

0.6%

2.6%
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